ABSTRACT Electron diffraction patterns of two-dimensional crystals of light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-protein complex (LHC-11) from photosynthetic membranes of pea chloroplasts, tilted at different angles up to 600, were collected to 3.2 A resolution at -1 25°C. The reflection intensities were merged into a three-dimensional data set. The Friedel R-factor and the merging R-factor were 21.8 and 27.6%, respectively. Specimen flatness and crystal size were critical for recording electron diffraction patterns from crystals at high tilts. The principal sources of experimental error were attributed to limitations of the number of unit cells contributing to an electron diffraction pattern, and to the critical electron dose. The distribution of strong diffraction spots indicated that the three-dimensional structure of LHC-11 is less regular than that of other known membrane proteins and is not dominated by a particular feature of secondary structure.
INTRODUCTION
The light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-protein complex (LPC-II) associated with photosystem II is an integral membrane protein from chloroplast thylakoids of higher plants. It functions as the major antenna of solar energy and is involved in the regulation of photosynthesis and in the interaction between membranes (for reviews, see Staehelin, 1986; Thornber, 1986; Kuhlbrandt, 1987) . Each LHC-II polypeptide of 25,000 Da binds 15 molecules of chlorophyll a and b (Butler and Kuhlbrandt, 1988) . The isolated complex is stable as a trimer in detergent solution.
We have grown large, well-ordered, two-dimensional (2D) crystals of LHC-II, measuring up to 10 ,m in diameter (Kuhlbrandt et al., 1983; Wang and Kuhlbrandt, 1991) . Electron microscopy and image analysis of negatively-stained 2D crystals at 16 A (1 A = 0.1 nm) resolution indicated that the complex crystallized as a trimer and showed that the crystals hadp321 layer group symmetry, with a thickness of 60 A (Kuhlbrandt, 1984) . The unit cell contained two LHC-II trimers, related by a crystallographic two-fold axis in the membrane plane.
2D crystals prepared for electron microscopy in the presence of tannin diffracted to high resolution and were thus suitable for structure determination by electron diffraction, cryo-electron microscopy and image processing. The structure of the complex in projection was determined at 3.7 A resolution (Kuhlbrandt and Downing, 1989) and, more recently, at 3.4 A resolution . Tannin, glucose and vitrified buffer were all able to preserve high-resolution detail of LHC-II. However, tannin proved to be 10-20 times more effective than the other two media and was therefore chosen for 3D data collection. Baldwin and Henderson (1984) pointed out the importance of the flatness of the support film for electron diffraction at high tilt angles. They found that long-range curvature of the films and, hence, of the 2D crystals causes blurring of high-resolution diffraction spots far from the tilt axis which made it difficult to measure their intensities accurately. With 2D crystals of LHC-II which diffract less strongly than other, comparable specimens, we observed that in addition, the short-range surface roughness of the support film was critical. A surface roughness (defined as the average distance of peaks and valleys from a best-fit surface) of 2 A was sufficient to cause blurring similar to that caused by the long-range curvature of the support film (Butt et al., 1991) . A simple method of producing atomically flat carbon films was devised and enabled us to record high resolution diffraction patterns of 2D crystals at high tilt angles. In the present paper, we describe the three-dimensional electron diffraction of LHC-II to 3.2 A resolution. This provided the structure factor amplitudes for determining the 3D structure of LHC-II at 6 A resolution by electron crystallography which is reported elsewhere .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2D crystallization
LHC-II was isolated (Kuhlbrandt et al., 1983) and 2D crystals were grown as described . Briefly, the complex was precipitated from concentrated stock solution in Triton X-100. (Butt et al., 1991) . Specimens were prepared for electron microscopy and electron diffraction in the presence of 0.5% (w/v) tannin of pH 6.0, using the lens technique as described previously Henderson and coworkers (Baldwin and Henderson, 1984; Ceska and Henderson, 1990) . The lattice was corrected for spatial distortions such as pincushion and spiral distortion and for the curvature of the Ewald sphere. Background subtraction was carried out for the scattering from the carbon support film and for local variations of background intensity.
To evaluate the quality of reflection intensities from each film, a Friedel R-factor, Rs,X was calculated (Baldwin and Henderson, 1984) :
where 'hkz. and I h, k, were the intensities of a pair of reflections related by Friedel symmetry. The R-factor was a measure of the average ratio between the intensity difference and the mean of reflections related by Friedel symmetry. Reflection intensities were merged, starting from low tilt angles and gradually including patterns at higher tilt angles, by minimizing the merging R-factor Rm of each pattern, calculated according to Baldwin and Henderson (1984) :
where khk,zmerged was the averaged intensity at every lattice point after merging. The R-factor served to characterize the average difference between the intensities from each film compared to the merged data set, and provided a measure of the consistency between data from different films. The following parameters were refined in every merging cycle: temperature factor, scaling factor, and, for tilt angles up to 45°, tilt angle and position of tilt axis (Ceska and Henderson, 1990 ). The refinement of tilt angle and tilt axis of crystals tilted by more than 450 did not improve Rm, and therefore was omitted. The position of the tilt axis and the tilt angle were determined initially by the algorithm of Shaw and Hills (1981) . Reflections of each new film were divided into six resolution zones for calculating the overall scaling factor and the temperature factor. The temperature factor was calculated in two different ways (isotropic for tilt angles up to 450; anisotropic for higher tilts) according to Ceska and Henderson (1990) . A two-dimensional data set at 3.2 A resolution, obtained by merging 0°tilt patterns, provided the starting point for merging diffraction patterns of tilted 2D crystals . After each cycle of merging, smooth curves were fitted to the merged data set with a sampling of 1/350 A-', which then served as a reference for the next cycle. A set of intensities with indices of (h, k, I) was obtained by sampling the final set of lattice lines at 1/140 A-', which was more than adequate to follow the variations of structure factor amplitudes of an object measuring 60 A in thickness.
Error analysis of intensity measurements
The validity of the kinematic approximation for electron diffraction at 100 kV acceleration voltage of an unstained protein crystal with a thickness of < 100 A has both been deduced from theory and shown experimentally (Ho et al., 1988; Glaeser and Ceska, 1989) . Thus, for a perfect crystal, the average intensity of reflections (I) is proportional to the number of the unit cells in the irradiated crystal volume, N0, and to the number of atoms per volume, n. (Blundell and Johnson, 1976): (I) xC X Io x t x n0 Xf2 vo aI, x t x N. x na xf2 (3) where IO is the incident intensity, t the exposure time, Vxthe irradiated volume of the crystal, V0 the volume of the unit cell, and f the average atomic scattering amplitude. I, x t is the total electron dose. The standard deviation of the reflection intensity is proportional to the square root of the average intensity, a(I) a /(I), if the measurements are assumed to obey the Gaussian distribution.
When, as in this case, the number of measurements is large, the average difference between the observed and the merged intensities is 0.798 x a(I) (Korn and Korn, 1968) . Therefore, from Eqs. 1 or 2, and from the relation a(I) x /(I), we have, R=0.798 X a(I) X N, (I) (4) where Nr is the total number of reflections and ne the number of electrons contained in an average reflection. For a two-dimensional crystal of one unit cell thickness, N, is proportional to the irradiated area of the crystal, A. Substituting 3 into 4,
whereA0 is the area of the unit cell in projection and D the diameter of the irradiated area. It follows that the accuracy of the diffraction measurement is inversely proportional to the diameter of the irradiated area, the average atomic scattering factor, and to the square root of the electron dose and of the number of the atoms per unit cell. Note that Eqs. 4 and 5 are valid for both RS. and Rm of a single pattern.
Merging diffraction patterns and averaging intensities of symmetryrelated reflections will, in effect, increase the total number of contrib- , three other factors therefore needed careful control.
First, it was necessary for both surfaces of the carbon support film to be atomically flat. Only the smoothest films, prepared by multiple evaporation (Butt et al., 1991) yielded diffraction patterns of 2D crystals of LHC-II with uniformly sharp reflections at high resolution. Second, the long-range curvature of the carbon film needed to be less than 0.50 over the diffracted area (Butt et al., 1991) which measured 8 ,um or more in diameter (see below). We obtained an acceptable yield of 2D crystals of minimal curvature by preparing each grid freshly with a small piece of carbon film floated off its mica substrate (  Table 1) . In all, there were 93,180 pairs of measured reflections. Of these, 33% had an intensity of more than twice the average difference between Friedel pairs and were classed as strong. 8.7% had negative intensities (less than the background). The remaining 58% of reflections were classed as weak. From the optical density of diffraction spots, we estimated that about 1,000 electrons contributed to one strong reflection. A weak spot thus contains fewer than 100 electrons. The averaged R.YT for all the patterns in the 3D data set was 21.8%, very similar to the corresponding value of 21.3% for untitled patterns (Table 1) . The Rsym and, hence, the overall quality of diffraction patterns was thus nearly independent of the tilt angle. The overall Rm of the whole data set was 27.6%, indicating good consistency between measurements from different films. Again, Rm was similar for patterns recorded at different tilt angles (Table 1 ). The highest actual tilt angle was 58.70. The angles of the tilt axis with the reciprocal lattice were randomly distributed in the asymmetric unit, ensuring a complete sampling of 3D Fourier space except for the missing cone.
Due to the two-dimensional nature of the crystals, the structure factors are continuous along lattice lines in the direction normal to the crystal plane (z*-direction; Henderson and Unwin, 1975) . There are 375 (h, k, z*) lattice lines in the asymmetric unit of LHC-II crystals between 30.0 and 3.2 A resolution, three of which are shown in Fig. 3 . In the p321 layer group, lattice lines with indices (h, h, z*) on the unit cell diagonal are mirror symmetric about the z* = 0 plane. The intensity along these lattice lines was entirely symmetric (Fig. 3 a) . For Klug and Crowther (1972) , the number N of evenly-spaced central sections required to determine the structure of a object with a diameter d at resolution r, is N = Tr x d/(n x r), where n is a factor equal to the product of all crystallographic and noncrystallographic symmetries, in this case, 6. With perfect, noise-free data, 10 evenly-spaced diffraction patterns should suffice to sample the whole reciprocal space to 3.0 A resolution for a particle with dimensions of a LHC-II monomer. In practice, many more measurements are required, especially with data of low signal-to-noise ratio. The number of data points in the current 3D set is more than adequate to follow the intensity profile of lattice lines reliably (Fig. 3) . Including more diffraction patterns of the same quality will reduce the R-factors, though, and result in more accurate amplitudes of structure factors.
Distribution of intensity in 3D and structure of the complex Metal-shadowing of freeze-dried 2D LHC-II crystals revealed a thickness of 60A (Kuhlbrandt, 1984) . A sampling distance of 1/140 A-1 in z* direction, slightly smaller than the maximum distance required by the sampling theorem (Korn and Korn, 1968) , was used. This yielded 17,920 structure factor intensities. The 3D distribution of intensities in reciprocal space was investigated by projecting the asymmetric unit in reciprocal space rotationally about the z*-axis (Fig. 4) . Data extended to 3.2 A resolution in all directions except for a missing cone of 31.30. This meant that 85.4% of reciprocal space in the resolution range between 30.0 and 3.2 A was mapped. The projection indicated that most of the diffracted intensity was distributed more or less evenly in two lobes between 30 and 3.7 A resolution. These lobes were centered around the z* = 0 plane and separated by an arc of lower intensity ranging from 6.6 to 5.5 A resolution. Vertically, the strong intensity extended to +1/7.5 A In this range, there were no extensive regions of low intensity which are characteristic of the rotationally about the z*-axis normal to the x*, y* -plane which coincides with the membrane plane. The intensity at each sampling point is proportional to the diameter of the dots. The largest dots correspond to intensities > 8 x AIF, the smallest dots to intensities less than 2 x AIF, where AIF is the average intensity difference between Friedel pairs. There are two large clusters of high intensity in the 30-3.7 A resolution range centered around the x*, y *-plane and several small islands at high z* in the 5.2-4.7 A resolution range.
3D electron diffraction of purple membrane (Baldwin and Henderson, 1984; Ceska and Henderson, 1990) and PhoE porin (Walian and Jap, 1990) . The clustering of diffraction intensity in the broad arc around 4 A resolution which is not observed in the 3D diffraction intensities of the other two membrane proteins may arise from the interatomic spacings within chlorophyll molecules. Fig. 4 is a rotational projection of all 375 lattice lines in the asymmetric unit onto the (x*, z*) plane. Only few have a maximum at z* = 0. Therefore, 2D crystals of LHC-II cannot be approximated as a smooth sheet of uniform thickness, even at low resolution. The density within the crystals must be more highly modulated in z-direction than that of purple membrane and PhoE porin. The width of peaks of intensity on most lattice lines of 0.033 0.005 A`indicates that the main density of the complex is confined to features of 30 + 5± thickness. This is, in fact, observed in a 3D map of the complex at 6 A resolution (Kulbrandt and Wang, 1991) . The main density of three transmembrane a-helices and of porphyrin head groups is found within the thickness of the hydrophobic part of the membrane which measures 30 A.
The axial reflections of an oriented pellet of 2D crystals of LHC-II measured by low angle x-ray diffraction indicated a stacking repeat of 76+ 3 A (Kuhlbrandt, 1988) . This is somewhat larger than the 60 A thickness of the complex, probably due to the presence of hydration layers. The strong second and third order diffraction maxima of the stacking repeat, at periodicities of 36 and 25 A, are consistent with a lamellar density distribution within the complex, due to the arrangement of the chlorophyll head groups in two layers .
Sources of experimental error
A critical assessment of the errors of measurement and their sources is particularly important if, as in this case, the signal-to-noise ratio of the majority of reflections is low. The overall Rm of 27.6% compares well with those obtained with bacteriorhodopsin (Ceska and Henderson, 1990) and PhoE porin (Walian and Jap, 1990) for which Rm of 15% and 39% have been reported, respectively. The 3D data set of electron diffraction intensities of purple membrane, collected by Ceska and Henderson (1990) contained data from 150 crystals. Because of the lower p3 symmetry of purple membrane, this data set is similar to ours in terms of the number of measurements per lattice line. Therefore, the overall Rm of the two data sets can be compared directly. The average intensity of reflections recorded from purple membrane is 7 x stronger than that of 2D crystals of LHC-II of similar size . According to Eq. 4, the ratio between the overall Rm of the two data sets should be -2.64. The higher Rm of our data set is thus fully accounted for by the weaker average intensity of reflections from LHC-II crystals. In fact, the ratio between the Rm in the two cases is 1.84, and thus much better than expected, probably due to the occurrence of twinning in the purple membrane and the use of thicker carbon support films, causing higher background intensities (Ceska and Henderson, 1990 and Rm of 5.6%. However, with such thin 3D crystals, dynamical scattering has to be taken into consideration which means that structure factors cannot be derived easily from the electron diffraction intensities (Jap and Glaeser, 1978; Glaeser and Ceska, 1989) .
A 3D protein crystal can normally be kept in the x-ray beam for hours or days so that a complete 3D data set is collected from a single crystal, without significant loss of high-resolution structural information. This means the radiation dose is high enough for the statistical error to become less significant than the systematical error. For an electron diffraction pattern, Eq. 4 indicates that a 5% R-factor would require every reflection to contain, on average, 400 electrons. The cross-section for inelastic electron scattering is at least twice as high as for elastic scattering for unstained biological materials at any scattering angle (Reimer, 1989) . Electrons scattered inelastically by the crystal spread over the whole Fourier space, as are electrons scattered elastically and inelastically from the solvent in the crystal and from the carbon support film (Fig. 2) . These intensity contributions to the diffraction peaks can be subtracted by background correction, but the statistical error introduced by these sources remains. Taking this into consideration, the average number of electrons required for a 5% R-factor would probably be several times higher than 400. The majority of reflections from LHC-1I 2D crystals contain only -100 electrons, resulting in larger R-factors.
In x-ray crystallography, the measurement reliability, an R-factor based on intensity, is always used when referring the accuracy of diffraction intensities. However, when referring to the agreement between a structural model and the experimental data, an R-factor based on amplitude (i.e., the crystallographic R-factor) is used. An intensity-based R-factor would be higher by a factor of two. The ratio between electron and x-ray intensities is related to the square of the corresponding atomic scattering factors. However, as shown in Eq. 5, the R-factor is inversely proportional to the scattering factor but not to its square. Therefore, in this case the measurement accuracy is compared in terms of atomic scattering amplitudes.
For the highest signal-to-noise ratio of electron diffraction peaks, the desired electron dose is that which a crystal can withstand before high resolution information is lost due to radiation damage. Unwin and Henderson (1975) have defined a critical dose Ne as the dose that reduces the fastest-fading spots to 1/e of their initial intensities. It was found that for high resolution spots Ne is lower (Hayward and Glaeser, 1979) , presumably because chemical bonds break before any mass loss occurs. A factor of 4-5 is gained in by cooling protein crystals from the room temperature to -120°C (Hayward and Glaeser, 1979; International Experimental Study Group, 1986) . From the optical density of micrograph recorded at identical conditions, the critical dose for reflections of LHC-II crystals at 4 A resolution or higher was found to be -3-5 electrons/A2 at -1250C. This value is similar to the dose found for purple membrane at -1200C (T. Ceska, personal communication). All high-resolution diffraction patterns in this study were recorded at this dose. Intensities of loworder reflections were measured at a lower dose.
Because the statistical error of measurements is inversely proportional to the diameter of the diffracting area (see Eq. 5), we estimate that 2D crystals of LHC-II of 40-50 ,um diameter are required for collecting reflection intensities with an accuracy comparable to x-ray crystallography. However, the experimental difficulty of preparing such large 2D crystals for electron microscopy with the necessary high degree of flatness would be extreme, even if the crystals can be grown to this size. Alternatively, a much larger number (perhaps as many as 2,000) diffraction patterns of the smaller 2D crystals currently available will be needed. With a data set of this quality, phasing methods which are routinely used with x-rays should all become possible in electron crystallography.
